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BizAutomation Comparison to NetSuite 

For the smaller SMB 
(Small to Medium sized Businesses 3-99 employees) 

 

 
 

Smaller businesses used to be welcome at NetSuite, but as the company went public, its 
focus changed to favor the needs of larger businesses - with pricing and product policies 
to match. Today, NetSuite’s focus is squarely on the needs of the mid- to enterprise-
sized business, and those smaller SMBs that used to be welcome are now finding it 
tougher and tougher to justify the company’s sky rocketing prices, and complex business 
rules. The fact that Oracle is seeking to acquire the company should be harbinger of 
what’s in store for its smaller clients, as Oracle is well known for its enterprise focus.  
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NetSuite vs BizAutomation – Target Market 

Business software is supposed to be an informational reflection of the organizations 
that use it, and if you look at the typical “day in the life of” from the perspective of a 
CEO at a 250 employee company vs a 25 person company, you begin to notice some 
very interesting dichotomies.  

The larger the organization, the more narrowly defined that CEO’s role. For example, it 
would be much more likely to find a smaller business CEO closing business, hobnobbing 
with customers, and doing a number of sales pitches with key employees, where-as the 
larger business CEO is much more focused on strategy and branding, leaving everything 
else to other executives. That directly relates to business rules within the software that 
business uses. For example, the larger business might have a very complex hierarchy of 
approval processes to reflect its org-chart, where as the smaller company might only 
need a two tier system – which is much easier to implement, and use, all of which have 
cost implications. 

Perhaps this is why many ERP products aren’t well suited for smaller businesses. Not in 
terms of ease of use, value proposition, pricing, implementation, etc.. Not because there 
isn’t a need, but because these products are designed to cater to the complex business 
needs of the larger organization.  
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NetSuite vs BizAutomation – Product mix & Value proposition 

NetSuite separates its business management software into a base product with multiple 
add-ons, which aren’t advertised on its web site (at least not at the time of this writing 
which is Q4-2016). These add-ons can be purchased on top of the base version which 
does provide some flexibility, but in the real world, because the sales department isn’t 
incentivized to talk about add-ons not included in the initial quote, which itself can be a 
little difficult to understand – the customer often ends up signing up for a year-long 
subscription, with a significant implementation cost, only to find out along the journey 
that what they needed was a number of add-ons, often a multi-thousand dollar 
investment a piece.  

Unlike NetSuite, BizAutomation lists its add-ons on its web site, which at this time 
includes the web store module and EDI integration. The web store can span unlimited 
number of sites, and is comprised of 2 tier pricing depending on quantity of items (> and 
<1K items), but even then at $49.95 or $99.95 per site, it’s very affordable compared to 
NetSuite. Everything else is included in its $79.95 per user per month price. 
Comprehensive PRM will be offered for free for up to 10 partner users per paid 
subscriber, and as a result will not cost customers any additional fee. The only way to 
add cost to the monthly subscription would be overages, which all SaaS companies 
have, and which BizAutomation ties to other popular SaaS offerings so as to comply with 
its small business friendly reputation it seeks.  

NetSuite vs BizAutomation – Feature & Price Comparison Snap Shot 

While each customer has different needs and priorities, we decided to compare based 
on an actual business example, from a recent power NetSuite customer that we recently 
engaged, rather than cherry pick product features in general, that shine a positive light 
on BizAutomation, which is what most competitive comparisons essentially do.  

This comparison is based on an actual quotation supplied by both companies to this 
client, reflecting actual costs, and features. The costs stated for NetSuite are based on 
an actual quotation from the company in 2016 for a customer that used the suite for 
many years. In this case, a 15 employee company with lite manufacturing, B2C, and an 
affiliate partner tier requirements.  
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     NetSuite  BizAutomation 
Price Per user Per (Month / Year)  
     Before Discounts   $498 / $5,984  $79 / $959 
     After Discounts    $332 / $3,991   $79 / $959 
     E-Commerce Store (Month / Year)  Included in price $49 / $588  
 
     Total Running Costs for 1 year 
     Based on a 10 user company  $39,910  $10,178 
     (Does not reflect implementation)  

Features used on both systems based on corporate requirements 
   
  CRM 
     Sales  

- Sales Opportunity Pipeline (In BizAutomation customer mentioned that our ability to set a multi-
step process that reflects their individual selling cycle was a big plus over the NetSuite way). 

- Workflow Automation – According to client, BizAutomation’s simple click to create workflow 
rules was much easier to use vs the scripted approach required on NetSuite. 

- Sales Commissions to employees and partners (BizAutomation exclusive not available in 
NetSuite according to client). 

- Alert panel (BizAutomation Exclusive) able to update user when someone assigns or transfers 
ownership of record without their knowledge. 

Support 
- Web to Case 
- Email to Case 
- Support Records 
- Knowledge Base 
- Workflow Automation 
Marketing 
- Campaign tracking based on campaign spend with ROI analysis 
- Web to lead (multiple forms). Lead automatically assigned a drip campaign upon record creation 

for automated follow-ups. 
- Affiliate Partner & PRM – Affiliate tracking code provided to partner, so when they reference a 

lead to the web store from their site, it automatically credits that partner (Both systems can do 
that). BizAutomation went many steps further by providing affiliate support for crediting leads 
too (granularly by partner contact, not just the partner organization). BizAutomation also is 
providing client with Partner commission support, and free access to the partner portal (PRM is 
a very expensive add-in with NetSuite). 

- Promotions Management – (BizAutomation only): Ability to apply coupon codes against complex 
discount promotional discount rules (e.g. buy 1 get 1 free, buy 1 and get a discount off other 
items, or shipping, etc..). Ability to take up-sell and cross-sell into account. 
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ERP 
- Inventory – Assemblies with bill of material, container management (automatically assigns a 

master carton appropriate to line item being added to the order, with correct quantity per 
carton (Both systems can support this).  

- Multiple Warehouses with multiple internal locations (aka bin management) where aisle, rack, 
shelf, and bin cane be created per product. Ability to purchasing to warehouse, and selecting bin 
at the point of receiving then having ability to transfer on the fly (Both systems support this). 

- Work Orders for assembling BOM, with ability to disassembly finished goods after the final build 
(Both system can support this). 

- Complex Sales Orders with POS type functionality – Build sales orders with number of business 
rules, including margin check and approval rules. Then have ability to check credit card, and 
charged the credit card as needed, including having the ability to retain multiple credit card 
accounts against a single customer for future order processing. Also needed ability to apply 
workflow rules that automatically sent email alerts to customer, invoices, and trigger other 
events based on rule conditions such as IF (field value changes to X) THEN (Execute action). 

- Shipping Automation -  FedEx and UPS integration with ability to charge real time shipping rates, 
and create shipping label and tracking number on the fly. 

- Sales Fulfillment – Mass Sales Fulfillment Processes (a BizAutomation exclusive not available in 
NetSuite according to client). 

- Purchase Forecasting based on release dates (BizAutomation exclusive). 
- Purchase Fulfillment (Both systems support). 

 
E-Commerce 
- Shopping cart custom designed in Bootstrap (Future need. Both systems support this). 
- Promotion management rules on shopping cart (BizAutomation exclusive). 
- Amazon and eBay connectivity (BizAutomation exclusive) where new sale on remote store 

generates order on BizAutomation and returns shipping label and tracking #. 
- SEO support with Blogs and LiveChat (Both systems support this). 
 
Accounting 
- Custom theme design for customer and supplier facing forms such as Invoices, Quotes, and 

Purchase Orders, including support for custom fields and grids (Both systems support this) 
-  A/R, A/P, G/L, Billing, Purchasing, Inventory, Order Entry, A/R, Expense Reporting, Tax control, 

Bank Recon, check writer, and all other GAAP Compliant accounting features and flurry of 
reports such as Balance Sheet, Cashflow, Trial Balance, etc.. (Supported by both systems).  

- Sales and Purchas RMAs (Supported by both systems). 
- Class based on transactions with reports that can be segmented by class (Both systems support). 
- Landed Cost (Both systems support). 

 

 


